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Programme Outcomes
PO1 - Familiarization with the main currents in Indian and world History.
PO2 - Analysis of culture, sociology and anthropology with reference to History.
PO3 – Become thorough with the components of History.
PO4 – Develop critical insights into civilization down the ages.
PO5 – Understand the impacts of various conquests and invasions.
PO6 – Perceive the social, political and historical movements.

Programme Specific outcomes
PSO1 – Compare the history of ancient, medieval and modern India.
PSO2 – Develop the right perceptions of the cultural heritage of the social groups.
PSO3 – Understand the regional, national and international geography.
PSO4 – Become thorough with the perceptions of social, political and economic histories of the
world.
PSO5 – Develop an insight into the origins’ development and disappearances of civilization.
PSO6 – Become critically aware of the connection between history, historian, historical evidences
and history makers.

Course outcomes
CO1 – Deal with the background and sources of historical studies.
CO2 – Understand the causes of the rise and fall of empires.
CO3 – Become aware of the functions of archaeological survey across the globe.
CO4 – Develop an acquaintance with the principles, practices and elements of tourism as an
industry.
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CO5 – Understand the link between Geographical explorations, Inventions of science and historical
studies.
CO6 – Become thorough with the various systems and strategies of historical studies.

Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and Co
The department of history strives to help the students attain the PO, PSO and CO very well.
Because of the well-designed curriculum and interactive classroom lecturers the students attain the
aims and objective of historical study appreciably. Educational tours, field trips and environmental
projects also support them the attainment of goal. The student’s performances in tests, debates,
group discussions and their active participation in the field trips also serve to measure these
attainments.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: Become professionals such as lawyers, journalists and historians.
PSO: Get employment in higher educational institutions, banks, NGO and social work.
CO: Attain the ability to make historical records, identify and read seminal books and read articles
in historical journals.

Programme Outcomes
PO1 - Apply the knowledge of monetary economics in understanding the functions of money and
working of banking and money market sectors.
PO2 - Make use of the micro economics theory to understand individual consumer and producer’s
behaviour with the change in price, demand and supply.
PO3 - With the use of fiscal economics the tax structure and methodology of taxation of the nation
is understood.
PO4 - Macro economics study help the students understand the aggregate changes in the economy
like Inflation, unemployment and GDP etc.
PO5 - Apply the knowledge of Indian economy to understand the importance of various sectors and
think development levels.
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PO6 - Studying economics help the students understand the socio economic conditions of human
beings and ways and means to adjust with the changes in economic trends.

Programme Specific outcomes
PSO1 – Understand the behaviour of Indian economy and its components.
PSO2 – Gain knowledge of macroeconomic policies of the government and its impact on the Indian
economy. For example the policy changes in the present budget and its impact on industry,
agriculture and individuals are studied. Step taken by the government are explained to the students.
PSO3 – The outcome of studying the subjects like Indian economic development enlighten the
students in the field of poverty level, agricultural development of the nation.
PSO4 – The knowledge gained in the area of self-sufficiency in food production make the students
think and analyse why self-sufficiency is not reached and other sectors like Industrial sectors.
PSO5 – The study of structure of 5 year plans, annual budget, economic plans and objectives are
highly informative for the students to understand the role of each and every individual’s
responsibility to contribute to the development of the country.

Course outcomes
CO1 – The students are able to ascertain the economic changes in the country.
CO2 – The change in GDP level i.e. either increase or decrease indicates the growth ratio of the
country. The students are able to compare their present economic status which is due to change in
GDP rate.
CO3 – The steps taken by the government, for example demonetization, had a greater impact on all
kinds of people. The students are able to relate the monetary policy of the government and
understand the reason for taking such a drastic measure.
CO4 – The subject fiscal economics help the students to understand the tax structure and each and
everyone’s responsibility to contribute to the nation for making the resource for budgetary
allocation. The change in tax structure like GST is understood by the students and they also
understand the methods of implementation and its impact on their day to day economic activities.
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CO5 – The students understand the reasons for farmers’ restlessness and agitations due to failure in
agriculture production such as the monsoon failure. This has created an impact on the students to
protect the environment, consume water and a forestation through these steps they are taking
initiative in protecting the environment.
CO6 – The policy of globalization help the younger generations to create more employment. The
students through learning international policy and the role of MNC are able to identify the domestic
industries are very badly affected. The availability of foreign goods takes away the profits. Through
this policy of hire and fire by MNC, there is no job security for the youngsters.

Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO
The attainment of PO, PSO and CO is measured by tests and examinations. Tests include written
tests and oral tests. Year end semester examinations are conducted by the University of Madras.
The student’s performance in the tests, examinations, assignments, seminars and co-curricular
activities are helpful in measuring the attainment. The students’ personality, leadership qualities and
team sprit are treated as implicit indicators of attainment of PO, PSO and CO.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO:
The students make high levels of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: Become economic advisors, economists and lawyers
PSO: Get employment with financial institutions, marketing and insurance sectors and become
legal practitioners
CO: Attain the ability to interpret state and union budgets, construct economic plans and interpret
different schools of economic thoughts.

Program Outcomes- PO
PO1. Apply the knowledge of poetry reading with metre method is understanding the function of
prosodic order.
PO2: Make use of the prosody/prosodic theory to understand the poetical value but to produce new
rhymes/poems with present ideas.
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PO 3: Literary study deals with other fields like Political, Historical, Social, Psychology fields etc.
makes the students to think on every aspect of the situation.
PO 4: Linguistics study makes them to know about their origin and present multi Linguirial-social
need of globalization.
PO 5: Apply the knowledge of translation theory helps to know worldwide great literary.
PO 6: Studying Journalism helps the pupils to understand the world wide condition of Historical,
Social etc and to express their views also.

Program Specific Outcome -PSO
PSO 1: Understand the human values with morality.
PSO 2: Gain knowledge about our traditional and moral values and chronological order of literary
aspects.
PSO 3: The outcome of studying subject like folk literary to modern literary makes them thorough
with the literature of past to present/today aspects.
PSO 4: The knowledge gained in the area of self sufficiency in food production.
PSO 5: The study/ coaching plan to know the basic computer course, Telugu typing and digital
class makes the students to understand the country.

Course Outcomes -CO
CO 1: The students of literature are able to ascertain the changes of students in many aspects.
CO2: The students are able to analyze easily the changes and hands happened in literary units./
Historical Literary growth with trends to conduct and present papers in International and national
level of seminars.
CO 3: The steps taken by the government to improve language stands and literature had a great
impact on language or literature students. Because they are able to felt that totally different with
other students because of their role of literature study deals with so many apects.
CO 4: As it is already said the study of literature deals with other subjects makes them to know the
moral values, physical and psychological changes personality development, values of depth in
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communication skills with utmost qualities of team management
CO 5: The students understand the reason of present issues like demonetization, Nirbaya case, etc.,
helps not only to know but to perform and follow the rules and condition by studying journalism as
one paper.
CO 6:

The policy of literary elicitation makes the kids to know their origin, language, literature

with socio, economical, historical and philosophical values to create jobs as such teachers, poets,
critics, lyricists, translation, journalists, script writers in technical fields. Especially in civil position
also.

Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO
The attainment of PO, PSO and CO is measured not only by tests and examinations it deals with the
students active participation in inter, intra Department College and university quiz, national,
international level seminars, symposium etc., yearend semester examinations conducted by various
universities may present their marks as promotion but other activities are helpful in measuring their
personality development. Thus personality development qualities, leadership qualities and team
spirit are treated as implicit indicators of attainment of PO, PSO and CO.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: Become Scholars, Poets and researchers.
PSO: Get employment with governmental, non-governmental bodies, teaching, and journalists and
can become translators etc.
CO: Attain the ability to interpret state and national level issues as freelance journalists and
interpret different human values of socio and economical issues timely.

Program Outcomes- PO
PO1. Familiarization with literature: Acquire a thorough knowledge of English literature and
language and apply the acquired knowledge to appreciate the elements that go into the making of
literature.
PO2: Literary analysis: Read and analyze literary works of various Ages and formulate the basic
skills for appreciating them. Examine the basic literary theories and linguistic concepts.
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PO 3: Constructing necessary strategies: Construct a cluster of strategies to learn the culture of
different countries, various social, political and religious festivals and learning the native tradition.
PO 4: Develop the ability to wield English as a tool to understand and interpret the world.
PO 5: Higher education and employment: Increase and ensure the scope for higher and professional
education and employment.
PO 6: Contribution to learning and teaching:

Contribute to learning by participating in the

classroom interactional activities and contribute to teaching by delivering talks on the subject.

Program Specific Outcome -PSO
PSO 1: Understand the literature in English and acquire competence in English language.
PSO 2: Understand the communicative aspect of English and develop an insight into literary aspects
PSO 3: Ascertain the literary trends and movements and schools. Perceive the division of literary
Ages
PSO 4: Interlink the Social History, Political Economy, Psychology, Sociology and Anthropology
with literature. Attain the ability to ascertain how humanities and science influence literary works
PSO 5: Compare literatures of the world. Study of comparative literature and literature in
translation
PSO 6: Acquire the necessary linguistic competence and develop the ability to perform well in all
contexts.

Course Outcomes -CO
CO 1: Enumerate the literary forms and functions
CO2: Describe the grammatical features such as words, sentences, pronunciation and spelling
CO 3: Write and speak comprehensible English
CO 4: Use English language in day-to-day situations
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CO 5: Accumulate the necessary tools such as dictionaries, glossaries, and thesaurus. Become
familiar with using the dictionary of literary terms, glossary of phrasal verbs and idioms and
phrases
CO 6: Become a cub in Journalism; achieve proficiency and tertiary level competence and
performance.

Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO
Distribution of measurement in terms of marks to the maximum of 75
Objective type –understanding - 10 marks (no choice) (10X1=10)
Objective type –appreciation - 10 marks

(no choice) (10X1=10)

Paragraph answers

- 25 marks (5 out of 7) (5X5=25)

Exhaustive enumeration

- 30 marks (3 out of 5) (3X10=30)

Feedback is obtained from the students regarding the syllabus content
Item analysis is carried out for the class tests. The scores are tabulated item wise and the weakness
and strength of the students’ are analyzed. This tabulation highlights the item difficulty which is
measured by the proportion of correct and incorrect answers. It is necessary to illustrate the item
analysis of a test paper.
Serial Type Nature Maximum Marks
1-10

Objective

Marks scored

Understanding the theory part

10

3

11-20 Objective

Appreciating the creative works

10

4

21-27 Subjective

Understanding and appreciating the creative works 25

16

28-32 Subjective

Understanding and appreciating the creative works 30

18

Total 75

41

The tabulation highlights that the learner has specific difficulty with the objective type questions.
As a remedy, the student is exposed more to the objective aspects of the subject and the question
paper. A bridge course is constructed and offered to the students. However, if majority of the
students have scored below average in any one item, the reason for the items difficulty is identified
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and is taken to the knowledge of the University of Madras. The value of difficulty is viewed
seriously. Item analysis is useful to direct the attention of the learners to the area of weakness. Item
analysis has a high expository and directional value. This micro analysis and interpretation is
supportive in measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: The students benefit socially, personally and academically. They optimize their potentials as
individuals and members of society.
PSO: The world has become a village because of internet and English is the language of internet.
The students become so communicative that they can communicate with the citizens of the world.
CO: The students become proficient in ‘structuring’ ‘restructuring’, ‘analyzing’ and ‘interpreting’
literature. They go to higher education or find employment in language and communication
industry.

Program Outcomes
PO1: Understand the commerce and related fields.
PO2: Update the accounting standards as per norms given by professional bodies.
PO 3: Know the cost mechanism and tax planning system.
PO4: Understand consumer behaviour and channel of distribution, undertaking marketing research
are important to students in marketing paper.
PO 5: Understand human values and ethics followed by corporate entities.
PO 6: Apply the knowledge of vouching and verification of various documents used in business
firm is explained by auditing.

Program Specific Outcome
PSO 1: Acquire knowledge of commerce and advance concepts related to functional aspects.
PSO 2: Secure Employment opportunities in the core field.
PSO 3: Understand practical knowledge on current issue.
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PSO 4: Developing qualities of a successive entrepreneur and ability of decision making.
PSO 5: Import the knowledge of various laws and there provisions that are governing business
activities.
PSO 6: Apply the knowledge accounting in preparation of company accounts.

Course Outcomes
CO 1: Become professional accountant.
CO2: Attain the different issues on corporate sector as a company secretary.
CO 3: Attain positive employment opportunity.
CO 4: To know the activities take place in industries are observed through industrial visit.
CO 5: To provide an opportunities and setting up own business units.
CO 6: Attain the ability to audit different accounts.

Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO
Regular test is conducted to analyze the students’ strength and weakness of the students. Aptitude
test is conducted to measure the level up efficiency of students. Unit test are highlight the
performance of the students at each stage. The overall mark scored by the student is used to
determine the internal marks to be awarded.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: The students become company secretaries and successful entrepreneur.
PSO: Become familiar in industrial law and banking system.
CO: Develop the capacity to build business strategies necessary to competitive business world.

Program Outcomes
PO1. Familiarization with Commerce: Acquire a thorough knowledge of Commerce and apply the
knowledge of Commerce to understand the world.
PO2: Accounting System: Acquire a fair competence in Accounting System.
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PO 3: Analyze the interlink between Commerce and Accountancy
PO 4: Creativity: Inculcation of creativity in accounting system.
PO 5: Higher education and employment: Widen the opportunities of higher education and increase
the employability of the students.
PO 6: Contribution to national economy: Contribute to the development of national economy by
inventing useful, profitable and beneficial commercial procedures.

Program Specific Outcome
PSO 1: Develop commercial attitude in the backdrop of social values.
PSO 2: Groom the accounting skills and understand the various accounting systems.
PSO 3: Realize the vitality of commerce and trade.
PSO 4: Perceive the regional, national and international commercial practices.
PSO 5: Become through with Business correspondence and communication.
PSO 6: Acquire the necessary skills to use ICT in order to become familiar with e-commerce and
online trading.

Course Outcomes
CO 1: Develop the ability to understand commercial trends.
CO2: Become competent accountants.
CO 3: Attain the ability to audit different accounts
CO 4: Develop the necessary skills to analyze and understand the co-ordination among Statistics,
Economics, Commerce and Accountancy.
CO 5: Observe, analyze and interpret Commerce and Accountancy.
CO 6: Analyze the impact of Commerce in society, politics and administration.
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Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO
Diagnostic test is conducted to analyze the strength and weakness of the students. Aptitude test is
conducted to ascertain the proficiency level of the students. Unit tests highlight the significance of
each unit of the syllabus. The cumulative score of the students is used to determine the internal
marks of the students. It is also used to bring in the necessary changes in the teaching strategies.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: The students come out to be commerce professionals and confident entrepreneurs.
PSO: Become expert accountants and auditors.
CO: Develop the capacity to construct commercial strategies at various levels.

Programme Outcomes
PO1 – This undergraduate program is given to fulfill the basic understanding of specific subject.
PO2 – To develop primary level teacher.
PO3 – To create traders assist the scientific labs and other allied bodies.
PO4 – To inculcate the curiosity on the specific subjects to the learners.
PO5 – Understand the meaning of a mathematical proof.
PO6 – Formulate, analyze and solve wide variety of problems in Mathematics.

Programme Specific outcomes
PSO1 – Our programme concentrates on subject Mathematics up to graduation level.
PSO2 – Essential topic of the subject have been given to students at introductory level.
PSO3 – Simple problems have been discussed on various topics at the introductory level.
PSO4 – To create interest on physics subject conjectures and long pending problems are discussed
like for example: Ramanujan Notes.
PSO5 –Recognize and appreciate the connections between theory and applications.
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PSO6 – Be familiar with the variety of examples, where the mathematics help accurately explain
abstract phenomena.

Course outcomes
CO1 – To satisfy under graduate students the introductory topics like classical Algebra,
Trigonometry, differential Calculus, Number theory and Numerical Analysis are taught.
CO2 – To ensure applications of the above mentioned topics.
CO3 – Integral Calculus, Differential Equation, Principles of Mechanics etc to improve the
subjective knowledge of the students at seminar level.
CO4 – Introduction of abstract nature of the specific subject is introduced such as abstract algebra,
analysis of both real and complex problems have been introduced.
CO5 – For advance learning elective areas of the specific subjects have been introduced.
CO6 – Demonstrate the ability to apply analytical and theoretical skills to model and solve
mathematical problems.

Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and Co
Suitable credit system is followed. Proper credits are given to course work. By finishing this
program the students’ are awarded suitable certificates of diploma.
Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
There are four level namely S, A, B and C.

Program Outcomes- PO
PO1. Acquire knowledge through Tamil literature & language and develop intellectual,

personal

and professional abilities through the acquired knowledge.
PO2: Develop the standard of behavioral attitude through the literary subjects and become socially
responsible citizens.
PO 3: Get information about the history of ancient, medieval and modern Tamil literature.
PO 4: Develop competency in literary forms (Tamil Poetry and Fiction).
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PO 5: Nurture themselves in basic literary skills and develop research aptitude.
PO 6: Be motivated for further education and find jobs for their livelihood.

Program Specific Outcome -PSO
PSO 1: Become familiar with the conventions of diverse textual genres of Tamil literature.
PSO 2: Understand and analyze the linguistic, cultural and historical background of texts written in
Tamil.
PSO 3: Show the direction to live a purposeful life as reflected through Tamil literature.
PSO 4: Develop language and communicative skills.
PSO 5: Develop aesthetic sense to appreciate literature and life.
PSO 6: Perceive the classical status of Tamil language.

Course Outcomes -CO
CO 1: Obtain more information about the culture and traditions of Tamil society.
CO2: Know more about the history and development of Tamil language and literature.
CO 3: Aim at enriching human excellence; increasing the level of comprehension and exercising
communal harmony.
CO 4: Students who did not learn Tamil up to their Higher Secondary level are able to know the
basics of Tamil language through the course of ‘Basic Tamil’ and acquire the ability to write
composition, letter and vocabulary.
CO 5: Develop the ability to comprehend literary texts of ancient, medieval and modern Tamil
literature.
CO 6: Show interest to create literature.
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Measuring the attainment of PO, PSO and CO
Class tests are scheduled by the faculties of the Tamil department and after the valuation the
analysis is done, after which the strategy for improvement is made. Home assignments and class
room assignments are given to the students and seminars are conducted, which help us to measure
the attainment of Program Specific Outcomes. Apart from these tests, oral tests and quiz
competitions are also conducted, which help us to know the knowledge and information of the
students. Analysis of student’s performance in internal tests is done. Maximum 25 marks are
allotted in internal examinations (10 marks for test, 5 marks for assignment 5 marks for seminar and
5 marks for attendance), which is added to their results. Analysis of terminal examination results is
also done. After the analysis strategy for improvement is made and implemented. The analysis of
student’s performance in annual examination is done to know the levels of attainment of POs, PSOs
and COs.

Level of attainment of PO, PSO and CO
PO: Students understand the importance of social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics and
morality thereby they contribute to the society personally and professionally as for Tamil Language
and literature.
PSO: They understand the literary values and attain the native proficiency in Tamil language and
literature.
CO: They acquire the ability to engage in independent and life-long learning and develop the
capacity to educate others in literary appreciation and language usage.
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